



















































































and  the  need  of  temporary  accommodations.  Additionally,  modular  systems 
potentially provide forms with great complexity out of simplicity. 
This  thesis  investigates  the  evolution  of  self‐sustained  parasitic  structures  that 
evolve  by  creating  aggregation  forms  well  adapted  to  their  hosts.  The  growth 
process of the parasite is inspired by the fungal colonies and is based on the rules of 
the diffusion‐limited aggregation extended to support force analysis and maintain 
structural  stability.    The  hypothesis  is  that  the  modular  development  of  forms, 
capable to adapt to the built environment without affecting the stability of the 
existing  infrastructure,  provides  easy  and  low‐cost  solutions  for  extending  and 
rejuvenating architectural space. Moreover, the natural growth process of diffusion‐
limited aggregation allows an endless evolution of additional spaces within a city in 
respect  to  the  character  of  its  landscape  and  human’s  current  needs.  The  final 
































































































































































combined  effort  of  biology  and  computer  science,  focuses  on  the  generative 
process  of  the  structure  and  ensures  the  creation  of  forms  balanced  with  their 






The  impact  of  biological  models  on  architecture  has  been  studied  extensively 
(Alexander, 1964; Steadman, 2008; Thomson, 1942; Ball, 1999) and has proposed 
new ways for interfering with design. The basis can be found not on the imitation of 
the  evolution  of  species  collectively  but  on  the  process  of  their  growth.  As  the 
growth  of  an  organism  follows  a  fixed  evolutionary  process  in  response  to 









desired  form.  As  Steadman  (2008)  argues  in  an  attempt  of  introducing  growth 
process  into  architectural  design,  during  the  development  there  should  be  a 
frequent interaction between the growing design and its environment. Steadman’s 
assumption can be considered as derivation from Lamarck’s theory of adaptation, in 
which  an  organism‐system  grows  in  response  to  environmental  forces  but  also 
influences its environment correspondingly (Gould, 2002).  
Studying  and  interpreting  biological  analogies  in  relation  to  architectural  design 









In  biology,  the  term  parasitism  refers  to  an  ecological  relationship  (Bush  et  al., 
2001) between two organisms, where one organism, the parasite, takes advantage 
from its host. Parasites evolve in response to defense mechanisms of their hosts 

















they  are  the  main  decomposers  and  recycles  of  organic  matter.  Fungi  are 
remarkably  tolerant  of  external  factors  such  as  dryness  or  high  and  low 
temperature and thus they can spread everywhere in terms of space (Jennings and 
Lysek,  1996).  Fungi  are  modular  organisms  (Carrol  and  Wicklow,  1992),  which 
means that they grow by repeated iterations of parts called modules. In a fungal 
colony  the  module  is  a  thin,  tubular  structure  called  hyphae  that  extends  and 
presents apical characteristics of growth (Moore, 1998). Fungal modular growth 
(Harper  et  al.,  1986)  leads  to  root‐like  forms  (Gow  and  Gadd,  1995)  with  great 




















can  take  place  even  above  the  ground  to  roofs,  facades  etc.  and  introduce 
possibilities of spaces above and below the built environment. The adaptation of a 
new generated system into the existing built environment allows the examination 
of  extending  the  space  of  existing  buildings  and  generating  new  patterns  to 
available paths. Furthermore, parasitic systems have many strategies for surviving. 
There  are  methods  of  attachment,  reproduction,  and  sustaining  themselves  to 




model  in  respect  to  some  of  the  rules  that  are  applied  to  fungal  colonies.  The 
growth process will follow the rules of Diffusion Limited Aggregation method and 
some of its extensions (see section 2.3.). Diffusion‐limited aggregation algorithm 
provides  a  basis  for  understanding  a  wide  range  of  natural  pattern  formation 
phenomena  and  fractal  growth  processes  like  the  evolution  of  fungal  colonies. 
However, fungal colonies act as a starting point for understanding self‐organized 




For  this  particular  reason,  the  module,  which  replicates  the  fungal  hyphae,  is 
expressed with the use of a truncated octahedron. This space filling polyhedron 
allows  for  space  tessellation  and  also  exhibits  great  structural  stability. 
Subsequently, apart from the simulation of the growth process, an analysis on the 
overall  stability  of  the  structure  will  be  implemented.  The  calculation  of  the 
principal forces that are applied to the system is essential not only for ensuring a 






















The  second  chapter  reviews  the  relevant  literature  on  completed  works  as  a 
summary to the objectives of this research. The literature is divided into three parts 
from  which  the  first  presents  completed  projects  on  parasitic  architecture,  the 
second reviews aggregation models and space filling geometry, and the third refers 
to fractal growth simulations in order to cover the methodological perspective. The 
third  chapter  describes  the  methodology  that  has  been  carried  out  for  this 
particular  research  and  explains  the  applied  algorithms.  Chapter  4  presents  the 
results through specific experiments on the basic characteristics of the structure. 









cover  all  different  aspects  of  this  research.  The  first  section  presents  parasitic 
structures while the second provides information on the character of aggregation 










addressed  the  mobility  of  architecture  (Wigley,  1998).  By  designing,  the  New 
Babylon in 1959‐74, he proposed a nomadic utopian city that would place its center 
of  attention  on  people’s  activities  and  would  grow  in  respect  to  this  behaviour 
forming accessible to everyone networks (fig. 2). The basic elements of the network 









space.  Inspired  by  the  work  of  Friedman,  Archigram  (www.archigram.net)  in  1964 
proposed  the  Walking  City,  in  which  mobile  robotic  structures  with  their  own 







Parasite  designed  by  Kortknie  Stuhlmacher  Architects  in  2001 
(www.kortekniestuhlmacher.nl).  The  parasite  is  a  prototype  for  a  new  form  of  urban 
housing  that  explores  the  relationship  between  sustainability  and  prefabrication 
(fig. 3). Its prefabricated panels are manufactured from waste wood and need four 
days for assembling. The La Palmas Parasite is designed to take advantage of its 
host  water  and  heating  systems  and  is  supported  by  the  walls  of  the  existing 
building. The structural dependence of the parasite is an important limitation for 





Dwellings  (fig.  4),  an  idea  developed  by  N55  architects  (http://www.n55.dk/).  Micro 
Dwellings consists of equal sized modules with space filling geometry. In fact, these 





















aggregation  models  through  the  DLA  method.  Currently,  there  is  a  lack  of 
implementations in the field of diffusion‐limited aggregation models in architectural 





great  interest  and  complexity  out  of  simplicity.  A  well‐known  example  is  the 
Blobwall  (fig.  5)  by  Lynn  (http://www.glform.com/blobwall.html).  In  Blobwall,  an  initial 
module is replicated to form wall‐type patterns, in which each module overlaps 
with its neighbours. The module is a robotically cut mass‐produced shape with low‐


















































cells.  Later,  L‐systems  were  extended  for  simulating  more  complex  branching 
structures.  Nevertheless,  this  model  does  not  allow  for  the  introduction  of 
geometric  restrictions  in  the  growth  of  a  non‐deterministic  process  that  is 
continuously influenced by the environment (Kaandorp, 1994).  For instance, as 
shown  below  (fig.  8),  objects  intersect  with  one  another.  This  demands  for 
additional  decisions  to  be  made  during  the  growth  process  such  as  removing, 





















diffuse  (walk  at  random).  If  it  touches  the  seed,  it  is  immobilized  instantly  and 
becomes part of the aggregate. Then similar walkers are launched one‐by‐one and 
each  of  them  stops  upon  hitting  the  cluster.  After  launching  a  few  hundred 

































on  the  generation  of  a  series  of  vessels  (fig.  13).  The  growth  of  the  three‐
dimensional structures, which is based on the implementation of DLA algorithm, is 
contained  within  a  set  of  virtual  surfaces  that  define  the  resulted  form.  The 
simulation  model  of  root  system  was  brought  into  reality  through  rapid 
manufacturing  processes  (http://local.wasp.uwa.edu.au/~pbourke/fractals/dla3d/).    DLA 
application  for  aggregation  models  is  a  rather  unexplored  field  in  architecture. 










self‐sustained  modular  structures  would  provide  the  potential  for  extending 
architectural space in respect to the character of the existing infrastructure. 
The basis of the presented thesis is a computational three‐dimensional simulation 
of  a  diffusion‐limited  aggregation  model  written  in  Java  programming  language. 









point  for  later  use.  The  third  section  introduces  space‐filling  geometry  as  a 
replacement to particles. The objective is to provide the necessary constraints in 
order  to  attach  the  polyhedra  with  aligned  shared  faces  within  the  aggregate. 
Additionally, a final analysis on the stability of the system and also a development 





At  the  very  beginning,  the  model  was  able  to  form  three‐dimensional  dendritic 
structures  by  connecting  the  aggregated  particles  with  lines.  The  first 
implementation  was  written  in  openFrameworks  framework,  which  uses  a  
  25 
combination of C++ and OpenGL as a core, and was based on a two‐dimensional 
simulation  of  DLA  written  on  Java/Processing  programming  language  by  Turner 
(http://www.aac.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/processing/samples/dla/);  a  two‐dimensional  implementation 
by  Bourke,  written  in  C  programming  language,  as  well  as  his  work  on  DLA  in 
general  (http://local.wasp.uwa.edu.au/~pbourke/fractals/dla/);  and a   three‐dimesional 
Java/Processing  implementation  (http://www.openprocessing.org/visuals/?visualID=2044).  The 
use of openFrameworks was important for two basic reasons. First, because it is 
quicker  allows  for  easier  experimentation  and  second  it  was  better  for 












































After  experimenting  and  understanding  the  basic  principles  of  the  DLA,  three‐
dimensional cylinders replaced the lines. An additional parameter was added to 
define the radius of the cylinders. Each particle was generated with an initial size, 
















specific  properties  an  alternative  method  was  used.  The  walker  was  allowed  to 
search only at specific positions related to the vertices of polyhedra. Below (fig. 17) 







in  the  field  of  the  DLA  applications,  the  findings  of  this  phase  presented  great 
interest. However, this attempt did not provide a solid answer for developing forms 
capable for further fabrication in architectural design.  
The  next  step  was  to  connect  nearby  tubes,  to  create  convex  spaces.  Likewise 
above, there is no literature to cover these findings. The resulted lattice exhibits 














some  parental  relations.  During  the  development  of  the  aggregate  each  new 
particle that was added was set as a ‘child’ to the particle that was attached to. As a 


















































































specific  direction  while  the  compressive  forces  were  added  separately.  The 
















Based  on  the  requirement  for  a  polyhedron  that  fills  space  and  is  capable  of 
efficient  force  transfer,  the  truncated  octahedron  was  finally  used.  A  truncated 
octahedron is an Archimedean, space‐filling polyhedron with 24 vertices, 36 edges, 
and  14  faces.  In  fact,  a  truncated  octahedron  is  created  by  joining  two  square 
pyramids together at their bases in order to form an octahedron and then cutting 
all six corners at one‐third of the edge length from each vertex. In a truncated 




in  a  large  number  of  unique  configurations  if  more  modules  are  added  to  the 
structural system. Besides, the truncated octahedron is the simplest and the most 
economical in terms of surface area‐to‐volume ratio of the space filling systems 









In  order  to  aggregate  the  polyhedron  with  aligned  surfaces  a  set  of  additional 
constraints  were  set  to  the  algorithm.  The  walker  was  still  allowed  to  search 






faces  the  distance  should  be  two  times  the  distance  of  the  centroid  of  the 
polyhedron  to  the  center  of  its  square  face  (square  radius)  while  for  acquiring 
adjacent  hexagon  faces  the  distance  was  set  to  two  times  the  distance  of  the 
centroid to the center of the hexagonal faces (hexagonal radius). The figure below 
(fig. 21) shows the two different cases.  
(‐b, 0, a)  (0, ‐a, ‐b)  (‐a, ‐b, 0)  (b, 0, a)  (0, ‐b, a)  (a, 0, b) 
(‐b, 0, ‐a)  (0, ‐a, b)  (‐a, b, 0)  (b, 0, ‐a)  (0, ‐b, ‐a)  (a, 0, ‐b) 
(‐b, a, 0)  (0, a, b)  (‐a, 0, b)  (b, a, 0)  (0, b, a)  (a, b, 0) 







that  are  formed  within  a  space  filled  with  truncated  octahedrons  allows  a  high 
degree of stability and an equal transfer of the compressive forces. For this reason, 














Moreover,  a  factor  for  increasing  the  threshold  while  moving  from  the  exterior 
branches to the interior and the base of the structure was added. This addition was 

















































structure  was  much  greater  than  the  previous,  a  wire‐framed  polyhedron  was 
placed. The wire‐framed polyhedrons have less volume and thus apply less force to 
the  structure.  Otherwise,  a  solid  polyhedron  was  added  to  the  aggregate.  This 
















which  the  walker  is  allowed  to  search  for  aggregate  particles.  The  aggregation 
consists of 1450 particles and the stickiness probability is equal to 1. Images at the 
first  column  show  the  aggregation  model,  at  second  column  the  path  of  the 
aggregation  whereas  third  column  is  the  graph  representation  of  the  fractal 







θ = random from 0° to 360°        D = 2.475                  38 
 
θ = 60°                    D = 2.469 
 
θ = 30°                    D = 2.27 
 
θ = 180°                    D = 2.166 















        
stickiness probability : 1.0          stickiness probability : 0.1 
Figure 24: 3D DLA models of truncated octahedrons with stickiness probability 
 


































































































also  create  an  opportunity  for  both  interior  and  exterior  spaces,  a  wire‐framed 


















It  is  obvious  that  the  placement  of  the  wire‐framed  truncated  octahedrons 
















This  chapter  is  about  implementing  the  previous  findings  along  with  the 
methodology  described  in  order  to  examine  how  these  models  can  adapt  to 
different contexts.  
In order to examine how the aggregated parasite will adapt to its context, a new 
Class  was  created,  which  organizes  the  generation  of  the  three‐dimensional 
geometry that was placed as a simulation of the built environment. Additionally, a 
simple algorithm for collision detection was implemented to prevent particles from 
















In  this  first  experiment,  the  structure  was  allowed  to  grow  in  an  open  space 




























structure  was  2.6  increasing  the  overall  dimension  0.79%.  Likewise  in  the  case 
above, the resulted form benefits from the available space without transforming 
incredibly  the  functionality  of  the  initial  space.  The  holes  at  the  ground  level 
support  a  passage  between  the  buildings  and  also  the  empty  space  below  the 














dimension  between  the  buildings  was  decreased  40%  compared  to  the  second 
experiment. Also additional boxes have been placed as an attempt for simulating 
empty spaces that are actually out of use and usually created at the backyards of 
























an  average  0.0073%  increase  on  the  fractal  dimension  of  the  existing  building 
environment,  dependent  on  the  specific  context  and  thus  on  the  size  of  the 
aggregate. Because, the existence of such different parameters does not provide a 







regarding  their  resistance  in  torque.  As  a  result,  the  size  of  the  aggregate  was 
varying.  The  aim  was  to  examine  in  what  degree  the  fractal  dimension  of  the 
existing infrastructure will increase after the placement of the parasite. Being aware 
of  the  effects  of  the  parasite  to  its  context  was  necessary  for  ensuring  that  its 
placement will not influence in a negative way the spatial qualities of the existing 

































Finally,  the  adaptation  of  the  structure  within  its  environment  exhibited  great 
interest.  For  a  moderate  aggregation,  the  parasite  slightly  increased  the  overall 
fractal dimension. Besides, the branching structure of the resulted forms ensured 























temporary  accommodations  that  parasitic  architecture  examines  (Allen  et  al., 



















fully  adaptive  system  able  to  respond  to  current  needs  a  lot  of  additional 
constraints should be implemented within the algorithm. For instance, placing the 
parasite in the internal of building blocks to extend the already existing space for 
residents’  usage  means  that  the  openings  of  the  existing  buildings  should  be 







these  possibilities.  As  an  immediate  intent,  material  specifications  will  be 
implemented followed by a finite element approach in response to diffusion‐limited 
aggregation evolutionary process. A complete structural analysis will provide forms 
capable  to  be  assembled.  Moreover,  a  specific  design  for  the  jointed  parts  is 
inevitable. Examining the way that the edges of the truncated octahedron will fit to 
one another offers the possibility of easy construction. Besides, it would fulfill the 
second  hypothesis,  which  assumes  that  the  structure  would  be  capable  to  re‐
organize  its  form  in  respect  to  current  needs.  In  this  case,  residents  would 
participate in the growth process by adding or removing parts of the aggregate 









the  behaviour  of  the  DLA  algorithm.  If  so,  it  is  important  to  explore  ways  for 
ensuring  better  adaptation  in  respect  to  the  evolutionary  process  of  diffusion‐
limited aggregation. Finally, apart from the truncated octahedron, other geometries 





This  thesis  has  addressed  the  development  of  self‐sustained  parasitic  structures 
























the  additional  space  advantageously  offers  new  accommodations  with  neutral 
modifications  to  the  functionality  and  character  of  the  existing  infrastructure. 
However,  this  outcome  has  a  partially  local  character.  In  order  to  apply  such  a  
  59 















































































































      // position constrains and world constrains 
      if( (meetConstrains(w.v, points.get(i).pos, PARTICLE_RADIUS ))  
            && checkCollision(w.v.x, w.v.y, w.v.z))    {   
 
        for(int j=0; j < points.size(); j++ ) { 
      if( !(points.get(j).pos == points.get(i).pos)  
           && !meetC(w.v, points.get(j).pos, PARTICLE_RADIUS) ) { 
            return false;   
          } 
        } 
         
        points.add(new DLAParticle(points.get(i), new PVector(w.v.x, w.v.y, w.v.z), pointsSerial)); 
        pointsSerial++;   
 
        for(int j=0; j<shapes.size(); j++) { 
if (points.get(i).pos == shapes.get(j).centerPart.pos) { 
            shapes.add(new Shape(shapes.get(j),points.get(points.size()‐1),tubesSerial,this)); 
            shapes.get(j).shapeChildren.add(shapes.get(shapes.size()‐1)); 
             
            if( calcCenterMassZZ() ) {   // mass calc, particle can stay or be killed 
              calcParticleSizes(shapes.get(shapes.size()‐1)); 
              tubesSerial++; 
              break;  
            } else { 
              shapes.remove(shapes.size()‐1); 
              shapes.get(j).shapeChildren.remove(shapes.get(j).shapeChildren.size()‐1); 
              points.remove(points.size()‐1); 
              return false; 
            } 
          } 
        } 
      } 
       
      float distFromOrigin = w.v.dist(new PVector(points.get(0).pos.x, 
      points.get(0).pos.y,  
      points.get(0).pos.z)); 
 
      // look for position farther away  
      if (distFromOrigin > currentRadius ‐ PARTICLE_RADIUS) { 
        currentRadius = distFromOrigin + PARTICLE_RADIUS; 
      } 








































      if(w.z<p.z) { 
        if(w.x>p.x && w.y<p.y) w.set(p.x+sqRadius, p.y‐sqRadius, p.z‐sqRadius);  
        if(w.x>p.x && w.y>p.y) w.set(p.x+sqRadius, p.y+sqRadius, p.z‐sqRadius); 
        if(w.x<p.x && w.y>p.y) w.set(p.x‐sqRadius, p.y+sqRadius, p.z‐sqRadius); 
        if(w.x<p.x && w.y<p.y) w.set(p.x‐sqRadius, p.y‐sqRadius, p.z‐sqRadius);  
      } 
       
      if(w.z>p.z) { 
        if(w.x>p.x && w.y<p.y) w.set(p.x+sqRadius, p.y‐sqRadius, p.z+sqRadius); 
        if(w.x>p.x && w.y>p.y) w.set(p.x+sqRadius, p.y+sqRadius, p.z+sqRadius); 
        if(w.x<p.x && w.y>p.y) w.set(p.x‐sqRadius, p.y+sqRadius, p.z+sqRadius);  
        if(w.x<p.x && w.y<p.y) w.set(p.x‐sqRadius, p.y‐sqRadius, p.z+sqRadius);  
      } 
      return true; 
    }   
 
    if(abs(w.x‐p.x)>2*sqRadius && abs(w.x‐p.x)<(2*sqRadius)+dist && random(1)<STICKINESS_SHAPES) { 
      if(w.x>p.x) w.set(p.x+(2*sqRadius), p.y, p.z); 
      if(w.x<p.x) w.set(p.x‐(2*sqRadius), p.y, p.z); 
      return true; 
    } 
       
    if(abs(w.y‐p.y)>2*sqRadius && abs(w.y‐p.y)<(2*sqRadius)+dist && random(1)<STICKINESS_SHAPES) { 
      if(w.y>p.y) w.set(p.x, p.y+(2*sqRadius), p.z);  
      if(w.y<p.y) w.set(p.x, p.y‐(2*sqRadius), p.z);  
      return true; 
    } 
       
    if(abs(w.z‐p.z)>2*sqRadius && abs(w.z‐p.z)<(2*sqRadius)+dist && random(1)<STICKINESS_SHAPES) { 
      if(w.z>p.z) w.set(p.x, p.y, p.z+(2*sqRadius)); 
      if(w.z<p.z) w.set(p.x, p.y, p.z‐(2*sqRadius));  





































      if(serial == shapes.get(i).serial_number) { 
        shape = i; 
        break; 
      } 
    } 










    moment = dist * totalMass;    
    if(moment > thress ) totalMass = ‐100f; // if over the limit set negative 
       
    if( totalMass < 0f ) { 
      break; 
    } else { 
      if(shapes.get(tube).parent!=null) { 
        serial = shapes.get(tube).parent.serial_number; 
      } else { 
        break; 









































































































          y * x * (1 ‐ c) + z * s, y * y * (1 ‐ c) + c, y * z * (1 ‐ c) ‐ x * s, 0, 
         x * z * (1 ‐ c) ‐ y * s, y * z * (1 ‐ c) + x * s, z * z * (1 ‐ c) + c, 0, 


















































shapeVertices = new float[][] { {dist2, 0, dist1}, {0, ‐dist2, dist1}, {‐dist2, 0, dist1},         
                 {0, dist2, dist1}, {dist1, 0, dist2}, {dist1, ‐dist2, 0},            
               {dist2, ‐dist1, 0}, {0, ‐dist1, dist2}, {‐dist2, ‐dist1, 0},                           
                          {‐dist1, ‐dist2, 0}, {‐dist1, 0, dist2}, {‐dist1, dist2, 0}, 
                         {‐dist2, dist1, 0}, {0, dist1, dist2}, {dist2, dist1, 0}, 
                         {dist1, dist2, 0}, {dist1, 0, ‐dist2}, {0, ‐dist1, ‐dist2}, 
                         {‐dist1, 0, ‐dist2}, {0, dist1, ‐dist2}, {0, ‐dist2, ‐dist1},                          







































      shapeChildren.get(i).getCM(p); 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